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Reframing the issue

Conceptualizing the relationship
The equation of cyber security with national security

- Nationalization
- Militarization
- Territorialization
- Fragmentation
- Example of the IANA transition
Microsoft calls for a digital Switzerland

- Geneva Convention?
- Companies as neutral territory
# DNS governance and cybersecurity governance

## The similarities
- Need a transnational jurisdiction
- Need global coordination and compatibility
- Distributed responsibility
- Private sector leadership in expertise and operations

## The differences
- No centralized point for governance
- Less need for uniformity/coordination
- Private sector can’t jail people and can’t (or shouldn’t) do law enforcement
Who governs - States or Stakeholders?

- Workshop May 11-12, 2017, Atlanta, USA
- Cybersecurity as an Internet governance problem
- Special issue of Journal Digital Policy, Regulation and Governance
Will the Internet fragment?